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FALCON INTELLIGENCE RECON+
Digital risk reconnaissance delivered by CrowdStrike threat experts

MANAGED THREAT MONITORING
FOR THE OPEN, DEEP AND DARK WEB
Falcon Intelligence Recon+ simplifies the process of hunting for external
threats to brands, employees and sensitive data on the open, deep and dark
web.
CrowdStrike experts manage the effort of monitoring, triaging, assessing
and mitigating threats across the criminal underground so you can focus
on your business. Our experts monitor, on your behalf, data from restricted
forums, marketplaces, messaging platforms, social media posts, data leak
sites and much more to provide relevant, real-time warnings and identify
data exposure and threats to your business.
Falcon Intelligence Recon+ threat experts assess and recommend effective
mitigation steps, enabling you to act decisively with proactive steps to
prevent and detect future attacks. The mitigation steps may include
CrowdStrike facilitating the process of taking down malicious content that
may threaten your brand or reputation, such as deleting harmful social
media posts, removing data from paste sites, and removing spoofed or
impersonated domains.
By offloading this effort to CrowdStrike, Falcon Intelligence Recon+
increases the effectiveness of your security team, while reducing the time,
skills and effort required to battle sophisticated adversaries.

KEY BENEFITS
Delivers expertise with proven
skills in triaging, assessing and
mitigating external threats
Reduces costs of managing
external threat monitoring and
mitigation
Provides unrivaled coverage of
the open, deep and dark web
Streamlines the takedown of
malicious content threatening
your brand or reputation
Delivers instant time to value —
start monitoring external threats
on Day One
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KEY CAPABILITIES
DEEP EXPERTISE
 alcon Intelligence Recon+ provides direct access to a CrowdStrike expert with proven
F
effectiveness in identifying and mitigating threats across the criminal underground.
 rowdStrike experts continuously hunt for potential external threats to your organization,
C
keeping you updated on verified threats and eliminating the noise.

FALCON
INTELLIGENCE
RECON+
DIGITAL RISK
RECONNAISSANCE

Receive threat assessments with proactive steps to prevent and detect future threats.

UNRIVALED COVERAGE
 ain near real-time visibility into potential external threats across millions of hidden web
G
pages and restricted sites on the open, deep and dark web.
 eep pace with the vast and dynamic underground — CrowdStrike updates monitoring rules
K
to identify emerging threats to your business.

TAKEDOWN FACILITATION
 rowdStrike works on your behalf to identify and facilitate the takedown of fraudulent
C
accounts, phishing websites, domains and malicious posts that can harm your reputation or
business.
 ave time by letting CrowdStrike facilitate the costly process of reporting to the host provider
S
to remove the malicious content quickly and effectively before there is damage to your brand
or business reputation.

FALCON INTELLIGENCE RECON VS. FALCON INTELLIGENCE RECON+
Falcon Intelligence
Recon

Falcon Intelligence
Recon+

Access Data from the Open, Deep and Dark Web

Yes

Yes

Create Monitoring Rules

Yes

Yes

Set and Manage Alerts

Yes

Yes

Universal Search

Yes

Yes

Actor Profiles and Indicator Feed

Yes

Yes

Assigned CrowdStrike Expert

No

Yes

Managed Rule Monitoring

No

Yes

Alert Triage and Assessment

No

Yes

Mitigation Recommendations

No

Yes

Monthly Reports

No

Yes

Quarterly Threat Briefings

No

Yes

No

Yes (50)

Takedown Service

Brand protection: Discover
attackers associated with
fraudulent interactions
with your brand, including
fake social media
accounts, domains and
impersonations
Data leak discovery: Detect
compromised credentials
and theft of sensitive data,
personally identifiable
information (PII) and bank
card information from data
leaked on the open, deep
and dark web
Supply chain monitoring:
Combat threats to your
suppliers by exposing
chatter, phishing campaigns,
counterfeit websites and
more
Executive protection:
Monitor threats,
impersonations and phishing
attempts against VIPs and
executives
Tools and infrastructure:
Identify tools, malware and
CVEs discussed or for sale
on criminal forums and
markets
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ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE
CrowdStrike (Nasdaq: CRWD), a global cybersecurity leader, has redefined modern security
with one of the world’s most advanced cloud-native platforms for protecting critical areas of
enterprise risk – endpoints and cloud workloads, identity and data.
Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud, the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform leverages
real-time indicators of attack, threat intelligence, evolving adversary tradecraft and enriched
telemetry from across the enterprise to deliver hyper-accurate detections, automated
protection and remediation, elite threat hunting and prioritized observability of vulnerabilities.
Purpose-built in the cloud with a single lightweight-agent architecture, the Falcon platform
enables customers to benefit from rapid and scalable deployment, superior protection and
performance, reduced complexity and immediate time-to-value.
CrowdStrike: We stop breaches.
Learn more: https://www.crowdstrike.com/
Follow us: Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook | Instagram
Start a free trial today: https://www.crowdstrike.com/free-trial-guide/
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